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more likely to innovate effectively 
when business partners work with 
HR on DEI topics

2.9x 

We crunched data from our network of 12+ million 
active students across 1,500+ partner schools and 
420+ diverse student groups and surfaced 3 hiring 
practices that your company may have in place yet 
prevent Black early talent from access to career 
opportunities—and what you can start doing to 
eliminate those barriers. 
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Over the past few years, many organizations have 
made public commitments to achieve measurable 
diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) goals. One of 
their biggest obstacles remains ensuring that their 
actions are impactful, not performative. 



The reality is that systemic anti-Black racism is 
embedded in our society and has been for a very 
long time. Yet it’s not up to people negatively 
affected to fix it; it’s up to those who are still 
benefiting from it, often from positions of power—
including hiring power. 



But before we dive into Handshake data to help 
your team better invest in your efforts to recruit 
Black early talent, let’s step back and analyze your 
broader DEI strategy. 



Apart from being an opportunity to more effectively 
empathize with your workforce and serve your 
customers and your community, your DEI strategy 
should be a focused, measurable plan to level 
the playing field for economic success and 
social equity. 



Recommitting to DEI can be the difference 
between investing in the workforce your company 
needs to thrive—or losing out on attracting and 
retaining quality employees and growing your brand 
recognition. And the numbers don’t lie. 

Companies are:

Introduction

2.2x
more likely to achieve 
exceptional financial results 
when HR meaningfully consults 
on DEI issues

8.2x more likely to satisfy and retain 
customers when DEI is embedded 
in every HR program

The Josh Bersin Company 

https://hbr.org/2022/09/how-companies-should-set-and-report-dei-goals
https://hbr.org/2022/09/how-companies-should-set-and-report-dei-goals
https://news.harvard.edu/gazette/story/2020/06/facing-the-denial-of-american-racism/
https://news.harvard.edu/gazette/story/2020/06/facing-the-denial-of-american-racism/
https://www.encyclopedia.com/history/encyclopedias-almanacs-transcripts-and-maps/jim-crow-segregation-and-labor
https://www.encyclopedia.com/history/encyclopedias-almanacs-transcripts-and-maps/jim-crow-segregation-and-labor
https://www.forbes.com/sites/paologaudiano/2022/10/31/do-dei-initiatives-lead-to-reverse-discrimination/?sh=7c22a79236b3
https://www.forbes.com/sites/paologaudiano/2022/10/31/do-dei-initiatives-lead-to-reverse-discrimination/?sh=7c22a79236b3
https://joshbersin.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/202102-DEI-Report_Final_V2.pdf
https://joshbersin.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/202102-DEI-Report_Final_V2.pdf
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RECOMMENDATION #1:

Eliminate GPA from your screening process
As an overall best practice, we recommend for all early talent recruiting: drop the GPA requirement. 
Not only is GPA not as strong an indicator of future job performance as general mental ability/general 
intelligence (GMA), but when employers filter for GPA criteria, they end up overlooking—and unintentionally 
excluding—qualified candidates from their ideal talent pool.

RECOMMENDATION #2:

Approach early talent recruiting as always-on
Rigid recruiting schedules can impose barriers on students and job seekers without the resources to 
focus full-time on a job search. Of new grads who submitted job applications via Handshake in the last 
year, Handshake Network Trends found that 61% of Black students submitted applications during the peak 
fall and spring recruiting periods compared to 64% of non-Black students. 



While this gap has steadily been closing, all students are now applying for jobs sooner, making the case 
for year-round recruiting schedules.

*of students that have submitted applications on Handshake in the past year

You're missing out on the applications of the nearly 40% of Black 
students who apply outside of fall and spring recruiting seasons if 
you're only actively recruiting Black students during those cycles.

non- Black applications

Black applications

2021-10
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of Black student applications were submitted 
during the peak fall and spring recruiting seasons*


of non-Black students applications were submitted 
during the peak fall and spring recruiting seasons*

61% 64%

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/gpa-versus-gma-which-better-predicting-job-performance-yvonne-hall/?trk=pulse-article_more-articles_related-content-card
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6811658/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6811658/
https://joinhandshake.com/network-trends/2023-forges-ahead/
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Student Spotlight 

“ The difficulty of balancing work and going to school doesn't stop me 
from pursuing my education, especially as an African American woman. 
I really want to provide for my family. I didn't want to continue my life 
struggling or worrying about finances. I want to be able to say, 'Hey, I'm 
in a career that's actually my passion.’”

Brianna

A cybersecurity student who balanced school with food service work

Invest in building relationships with Black students as early as the first and second years of a student’s 
higher ed journey—and maintain a steady drumbeat with your talent brand as they progress toward 
finding their first full-time jobs. It’s becoming more of a trend for good reason: consistent efforts over time 
make it very clear that you want to hire these students for who they are and what they’ll bring to your 
workforce—not because they’ll check off the DEI box in your recruiting efforts. You may still see 
seasonality in recruiting but consider it always-on.

https://joinhandshake.com/blog/students/food-service-professional-skills/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbeshumanresourcescouncil/2022/02/15/hiring-and-recruitment-trends-to-expect-in-2022/?sh=7de62ba1279e
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RECOMMENDATION #3:

Expand representation throughout 
the candidate experience
Recruiting from a set of “core schools” is an antiquated strategy often due to convenience, perceived 
prestige, or alma maters—as opposed to being informed by data. An exclusive school strategy means 
overlooking talent from other schools, bootcamps, community colleges, and certificate courses. You limit 
your reach to make a real impact.



Virtual recruiting is one easy way to expand your school partnerships and level the playing field for 
students at schools outside of your traditional reach. With 57% of Black students saying they feel more 
likely to be noticed by employers at virtual events, virtual recruiting is also an equitable way to 
authentically improve engagement from diverse candidates. Take TD Synnex as an example: their virtual 
events strategy enabled their recruiting team to be at 50 schools at once and see a 674% increase in 
applications from Black students. By helping to forge those connections, you’re increasing access to 
opportunities for underrepresented groups.



Additionally, who candidates meet at fairs, events, interview panels and throughout the hiring process 
requires representation. Handshake survey data found that Gen Zers prefer to speak with hiring managers, 
employees, or alumni in the same role they’re interested in. Early talent job seekers of color are 2.1x more 
likely to reach out to alumni they didn’t previously know for career advice or support. To support Black 
early talent on their college to career journey, engage Black alumni from the schools you’re partnering 
with who are now employees at your company as advocates.

Student Spotlight 

“ It's just nice to know when you're getting into a team of people if it's a 
diverse group—there are certain barriers, especially in STEM, that will be 
lower, and you can feel really relaxed. That was a focus for me because 
there's a lot of historical racism in [my field], and it's not talked about a lot.”

Elizabeth

A Black woman who is a graduate researcher in Boston

https://joinhandshake.com/blog/employers/its-time-to-rethink-the-core-schools-strategy-heres-why/
https://joinhandshake.com/network-trends/virtual-recruiting/
https://joinhandshake.com/network-trends/virtual-recruiting/
https://joinhandshake.com/employers/resources/td-synnex-streamlines-recruiting-with-expert-assist/
https://joinhandshake.com/employers/resources/td-synnex-streamlines-recruiting-with-expert-assist/
https://joinhandshake.com/blog/employers/is-gen-z-ready-for-reopening/
https://joinhandshake.com/blog/employers/is-gen-z-ready-for-reopening/
https://joinhandshake.com/network-trends/gen-z-relationships/
https://joinhandshake.com/network-trends/gen-z-relationships/
https://joinhandshake.com/blog/employers/5-steps-to-build-your-advocate-program/
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Understand how Black students conduct job searches to meet them where they are. For example, 
37% of Black or African-American respondents to a recent Handshake survey identified career centers 
as a resource they would rely on for finding employment. How does this data inform your school 
partnerships strategy? Read more. 

Asian Black or African-American Hispanic or Latinx White Two or more self-identified

White and Asian students are more likely to rely on personal and professional 
networks while Black / African-American and Hispanic students are more 
likely to rely on formal resources provided by their schools

Did use / will use personal 
network in job search

Did use / will use professional 
network in job search

Did use / will use career 
center in job search

0.00%

20%

40%

60%
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https://joinhandshake.com/blog/network-trends/trends-in-resources-gen-z-uses-for-job-hunting/


While the data supports the need for further movement toward hiring practices that are fully inclusive of 
Black students, it’s also important to consider the qualitative, larger story and macro-economic environment. 



If you’re not already actively working on understanding the true breadth of systemic inequities and cultural 
differences for Black students and job seekers, it’s time. We’re here to help you examine how you can lower 
the structural barriers that Black students face throughout their college-to-career journey. 



Black early talent is ready to make an impact at your organization. Handshake helps over 750k+ employers 
meaningfully connect with 1.5M+ Black students across the US who are active in our network. You can 
quickly and effectively expand your reach while leveraging the newest best practices to attract Black early 
talent to your workforce.

See how Handshake can help you achieve DEI goals
partnerships@joinhandshake.com  •  joinhandshake.com/employers

Looking ahead

https://joinhandshake.com/employers/request-more-info/
mailto:partnerships@joinhandshake.com
http://joinhandshake.com/employers

